
Flying Insect Control

ALL PESTWEST UNITS ARE CE MARKED AND CARRY THE REQUIRED EUROPEAN APPROVALS. ALL MODELS COME WITH A 3-YEAR GUARANTEE (EXCLUDING
CONSUMABLES). EACH PROFESSIONAL UNIT IS FITTED WITH ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE PESTWEST QUANTUM® SHATTERPROOF TUBES.

Attractive, slim, wall-mounted (free standing bracket available), compact and unobtrusive, this unit is ideal for use in 
food preparation areas.

Dimensions H: 31.5cm      W: 48.5cm      D: 6.5cm

Weight 4.3kg

Coverage Wall mounted / Freestanding: 90m2

Finish White Stainless Steel

Tube Data

Discreet and slim wall-mounted unit (free-standing bracket available). An attractive front cover conceals the sticky 
board and catch, which makes this unit ideal for areas in view of the public.

Dimensions H: 31.5cm      W: 48.5cm      D: 6.5cm

Weight 4.3kg

Coverage Wall mounted / Freestanding: 70m2

Finish White Stainless Steel

Tube Data

Designed to be ceiling-suspended, this model provides 360° attraction and is ideal for industrial and commercial  
food premises.

Dimensions H: 31.5cm      W: 48.5cm      D: 12.5cm

Weight 6kg

Coverage 2

Finish White Stainless Steel
Tube Data

Attractive wall-mounted unit disguised as a wall light. It is the perfect choice for areas where fly control should be 
discreet, e.g. restaurants, and other eating areas.

Dimensions H: 21cm      W: 47cm      D: 17cm

Weight 3.7kg

Coverage Wall mounted: 40m2

Finish White Silver Magnolia

Tube Data

Professional Sticky Traps



Professional Electronic Sticky Traps

Decorative and Commercial Sticky Traps

Designed for front-of-house areas where fly control should be hidden from view, its elegant and decorative design 
conceals the glue board and the insects caught. Discreet, stylish and environmentally responsible, the Sunburst is ideal 
for hotels, restaurants, bars, and retail shops. This all metal unit can be placed on a tabletop or mounted on the wall.

Dimensions H: 31cm      W: 23cm      D: 10cm

Weight 2.5kg

Coverage Wall mounted / Freestanding: 35m2

Finish White Black

Tube Data

Stylish, powerful and economical UV fly trap. Its elegant and ultra-slim design combined with an all stainless steel  
or white all metal construction will suit most environments. It features new higher energy efficient UVA tubes with 
Reflectobakt® technology powered by a state of the art electronic ballast to deliver efficient fly control with low 
running costs.

Dimensions H: 30cm      W: 57.5cm      D: 4cm

Weight 3.2kg

Coverage Wall mounted: 150m2

Finish White Stainless Steel

Tube Data

Innovative, discreet and stylish fly trap; this unique overhead design fits discreetly and easily into new or existing 
suspended-ceilings. Ideal for convenience stores, supermarkets and areas where space limitations may have 
previously made situating a standard unit difficult. The patented design avoids the possibility of fly fall-out and will 
efficiently control infestations in public spaces.

Dimensions H: 59cm      W: 59cm      D: 13cm

Weight 6kg

Coverage 2

Finish

Tube Data

The Chameleon Sirius is a sophisticated new unit designed for front-of-house use. With its clean curves, a choice  
of finish and dual wall mounting options, it fits seamlessly into any restaurant, café or hotel. It features unique  
UVA tubes powered by an electronic ballast to deliver professional and environmentally responsible fly control.

Dimensions H: 19cm  W: 58cm  D: 12cm

Weight 2.7kg

Coverage Wall mounted: 60m2

Finish Stainless Steel White

Tube Data



Electronic Fly Killers (EFKs)

This all-metal electronic fly killer combines robustness and power with energy-efficient and environmentally 
responsible technology making it the ideal choice for large open industrial areas. It features new higher energy 
efficient UVA tubes powered by a state of the art electronic ballast for optimum fly control performance with low 
running costs and reduced materials (glass & mercury).

Dimensions H: 42cm      W: 65cm      D: 18cm

Weight 12kg

Coverage Wall mounted: 240m2

2

Finish White Stainless Steel

Tube Data

With a wrap-around chrome guard giving 360º protection, this all-metal unit offers features and performance far 
beyond its price. It is ideal for larger kitchens, shops, cafés and all commercial uses. It can be adapted to operate as  
a cluster fly unit by removing the tray.

Dimensions H: 33cm      W: 49.5cm      D: 13.5cm

Weight 7.5kg

Coverage Wall mounted: 90m2

2

Finish White Stainless Steel

Tube Data

This powerful yet compact model is ideal for shops, kitchens, cafés, take-away outlets and even domestic use.

Dimensions H: 30.5cm      W: 35cm      D: 15cm

Weight 4kg

Coverage Wall mounted: 80m2

2

Finish White

Tube Data

Unique, decorative and discreet sticky board fly trap made of bamboo with a design that is both elegant and natural, 
making the unit suitable for most front-of-house situations. The discreet design conceals the glue board and the 
insect catch from view. The use of natural materials and energy-efficient technology allow for an environmentally 
sustainable fly control. The Sunburst Naturale can be used wall-mounted or freestanding and is ideal for hotels, 
restaurants, bars and shops.

Dimensions H: 32.5cm      W: 25.5cm      D: 11.5cm

Weight 2kg

Coverage Wall mounted / Freestanding: 35m2

Finish

Tube Data

The Sunburst® TAB is the latest addition to the Sunburst range. It is destined for catering outlets in both front and 
back-of-house areas thanks to its concealed fly catch behind a brushed stainless steel cover. Versatile, it can be wall-
mounted vertically and horizontally or suspended from the ceiling. A high quality 24 Watt compact tube powered by 
an electronic ballast and backed by an aluminium reflector ensures optimum fly control and reduced electricity costs.

Dimensions H: 25.5cm      W: 42.5cm      D: 10cm

Weight 1.2kg

Coverage 2

Finish Stainless Steel

Tube Data



Distributed by:

The Chameleon 4x4 EX is an ATEX compliant all stainless steel industrial UV fly trap. It is suitable for use in
potentially explosive atmospheres in ATEX zone 22 classified areas. Its IP65 rating also allows installation in damp, 
dusty or corrosive environments.

Dimensions H: 61.5cm      W: 63.5cm      D: 16.5cm

Weight 15.5kg

Coverage 2

Finish Stainless Steel

Tube Data

The Chameleon 4x4 is a powerful high capacity sticky trap, which is particularly suited for large open areas in 
industrial food premises. An advanced electronic ballast circuitry reduces the running costs and increases efficiency. 
The absence of starters and the large board easy lateral insertion and withdrawal facilitate servicing.

Dimensions H: 61.5cm      W: 63.5cm      D: 16.5cm

Weight 11.75kg

Coverage 2

Finish White

Tube Data

The Nemesis Quattro IP24 is an all stainless steel industrial model, which can withstand exposure to high humidity, 
water splashes and corrosive atmospheres. It is both powerful and energy efficient, featuring new high efficiency 
UVA tubes powered by a state of the art electronic ballast for optimum fly control performance.

Dimensions H: 42cm      W: 65cm      D: 18cm

Weight 12kg

Coverage Wall mounted: 240m2

2

Finish Stainless Steel

Tube Data

White out here

The Chameleon® 1x2IP unit offers advanced fly control for demanding environments and is suitable for areas  
that are steam-cleaned, hosed down and are damp or corrosive e.g. dairies, abattoirs and industrial kitchens. It  
is entirely made in stainless steel and IP66 certified.

Dimensions H: 31cm      W: 50cm      D: 10cm

Weight 6.1kg

Coverage Wall mounted: 90m2

Finish Stainless Steel

Tube Data

Specialist Range
 

and most hazardous areas.

Designed for use in potentially explosive atmospheres e.g. sugar refineries, distilleries, petrochemical, and 
pharmaceutical industries. Suitable for ATEX zones 1, 2, 21 and 22. This powerful fly trap has a 304 brushed stainless 
steel and marine grade aluminium alloy construction with glass enclosure providing effective fly control.

Dimensions H: 80cm      W: 90cm      D: 30cm

Weight 14.5kg

Coverage Wall mounted: 120m2

Finish

Tube Data

    Call 086-1727888


